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Goals:

– create a vibrant and diverse network of researchers jointly developing the resources and

methods necessary to change the way European literary history is written

– contribute to the development and distribution of methods, competencies, data, best prac-

tices, standards and tools relevant to Distant Reading research

Data: create an open source multi-lingual benchmark corpus for European literature

Methods: coordinate activities related to sharing, evaluating and improving methods and

tools for Distant Reading research

Theory: exploring theoretical concerns that stem from the application of Distant Reading

methods to literary history

Members of the Action: red dots indicate the home

instition locations of our members.

Corpus Data – ELTeC

Design: collect 100 texts per language, follow a non-normative but metadata-based approach

(not canon-based, see (1)) and aim to represent the variety of a population (2)

Text candidates (3):

– language: European languages, no translations

– sources: narrative fictional prose

– period: 1840–1920

– length: min. 10.000 words

– publication: prefer books over novels published in serial publications

– access: only freely available digitizations

Languages: Spanish, English, French, German, Greek, Portuguese, Dutch, Serbian, Hunga-

rian, Italian, Slovenian, Romanian, Czech, Swedish, Latvian, Russian, Polnish, Croatian

Encoding principles:

–minimal, uniform encoding (applicable for different sources)

– text representation focus on consistency and simplicity and basic metadata and references

TEI Encoding levels (4):

– level0: basic encoding with e.g. paragraph, heading, page break, text division,

– level1: richer encoding, adding e.g. font change, graphic, quotation, correction

– level2: token-based encoding with automatic lemmatization and part-of-speech annotation

(work in progress)

Corpus data – Example of the English Language Collection

Workflow: Starting with digitized texts, manual or computed-aided trancription (OCR), en-

coding basic text features in TEI XML (TEI Consortium 2019).

Display: Using TEI markup for css-based transformation processes to provide text display.

Future work

Corpus development: aim to get 100 texts per language according to sampling guidelines

Monitoring: The figure shows the current composition of the English language collection.

Next steps:

– Training school with three parallel tracks on corpus data, methods and theory, co-located

with the DH Budapest 2019 conference

– adding more texts to language collections

– release of revised encoding schemas, release of encoding schema level2

– a first publication of ELTeC on Zenodo in 2019
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